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Construction of starburst C60(>DPAF-C9)4 pentads was coupled with the use of highly fluorescent
diphenylaminofluorene-C9 (DPAF-C9) addends as donor components in conjunction with the fullerene acceptor
during single-photon excitation processes. High quantum yields (ΦCS) of charge-separation processes in the
range 0.83-0.90 for C60(>DPAF-C9)n (n ) 1, 2, or 4) were obtained in the formation of C60

•-(>DPAF•+-
C9)(>DPAF-C9)n-1 transient states. The lifetime of the radical ion-pairs (τRIP) was found to be 900 ns for
starburst C60(>DPAF-C9)4 (3) samples, which is 6-fold longer than that of the linear analogue C60(>DPAF-
C9) (1), with a ca. 2 times increase of the charge-separation rate (kCS) compared to that of1. These data
implied the important role of sterically hindered DPAF-C9 pendants arranged in a starburst-like environment
that encapsulates the central C60 core on extending theτRIP. We interpreted the phenomena by the occurrence
of intramolecular migration or exchange of electron or positive charge among multiple DPAF-C9 pendants of
C60

•-(>DPAF•+-C9)(>DPAF-C9)n-1, which gives an increased rate in charge generation and delayed charge
recombination.

Introduction

Intramolecular electron- or energy-transfer phenomena from
the donor moiety to the C60 moiety upon single-photon excitation
of C60-donor assemblies have been extensively reviewed.1 The
phenomena lead to the formation of the corresponding charge-
separated (C60>)•--(donor)•+ or triplet C60 (3C60

/ >) excited
transient states. Utilization of these transient states to enhance
their potential applications in the area of molecular electronic
devices,2 photovoltaic cells,3 and photodynamic sensitizers4 has
been proposed. Closely related to the single-photon excitation
process, the occurrence of simultaneous two-photon excitation
processes for several C60-donor conjugated dyad molecules has
also been demonstrated.5,6 An example was given by C60-
(>DPAF-C2), where a two-photon absorptive (2PA) chro-
mophore [7-(1,2-dihydro-1,2-methano[60]fullerene-61-carbonyl)-
9,9-diethyl-2-diphenylaminofluorene (DPAF-C2)] was used as
the donor component of the C60-keto-donor assembly.5 A
number of related chromophore dyads [C60(>DPAF-Cn), where
Cn represents variable alkyl groups attached on the fluorene ring]
exhibit significant photoresponsive nonlinear activities that were
attributed to large 2PA cross-section enhancement. Enhancement
of cross-section values was correlated to the increase of
electronic interactions and molecular polarization between donor
and acceptor moieties, which were proposed to serve as potential
optical power limiting materials.7 Optical properties are highly
dependent upon the variation of donor-acceptor structures and
the tendency of the resulting C60-keto-donor assemblies to
aggregate. Structural alteration of the C60(>DPAF-C2) dyad by
replacing two ethyl groups with two sterically hindered 3,5,5-

trimethylhexyl (C9) groups to form C60(>DPAF-C9) was found
to largely increase the optical properties.8 Subsequent structural
modification that introduced multiple DPAF-C9 chromophore
arms on one C60 cage, to effect molecular cage separation and
minimize physical aggregation, resulted in a further increase
of the nonlinear photonic efficiency.9 Apparently, the design
of a starburst C60-keto-DPAF assembly with a C60 cage as
the central core resembles its encapsulation by four bulky
DPAF-C9 arms in the structure of C60(>DPAF-Cn)4 that led to
a surprising multiphoton absorption (MPA) enhancement and
an optical limiting effect.9 Therefore, it is of interest to
investigate the complementary photoinduced intramolecular
electron-transfer effect of starburst C60(>DPAF-C9)n structures
containing multiple photoresponsive chromophore pendants in
comparison with that of the linear C60(>DPAF-C9) dyad.

Here, we report photoinduced transient states of C60(>DPAF-
C9)n (n ) 1, 2, or 4), as shown in Figure 1, in either toluene or
dimethylformamide (DMF) using DPAF-C9 pendants acting as
antenna components for light harvesting at visible wavelengths.
The structural design of C60-keto-DPAF assemblies includes
a close linkage of the photoactive DPAF-Cn chromophore arm
to the fullerene cage at a short separation distance of roughly
2.0 Å via a keto bridging group. The motif allows through-
space intramolecular communication between C60 and DPAF-
Cn moieties to be effective. This donor-acceptor interaction
was reasoned for facile electron delocalization and molecular
polarization of C60(>DPAF-C9).8 Subsequent intersystem energy-
crossing occurs on a time scale of 1.3 ns, based on the detection
of the T1-Tn transient absorption of3C60

/ > at 700-750 nm
with a lifetime of ∼33 µs in toluene.10

Competitive intramolecular photoinduced electron-transfer
processes from the1DPAF*-C2 moiety to the C60> moiety of
this type of donor-acceptor assembly can be achieved in polar
solvents. Accordingly, the charge-separation quantum yield of
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C60
•-(>DPAF•+-C2) derived from C60(>1DPAF*-C2) may reach

0.96 in PhCN, with a long-lived charge-separated state with a
150 ns lifetime.10 Similar intramolecular electron-transfer
phenomena were also detectable in self-assembled C60(>DPAF-
EGn), where EGn is oligo(ethylene glycol), nanostructures in
water.11 Extension from these linear monoadduct structures to
the related starburst multiadduct analogous C60(>DPAF-C9)n

should allow us to investigate the structural relationship in terms
of the molecular branching to photophysics of C60-DPAF-Cn.

Experimental Section

Material Preparations. Preparation of the [60]fullerenyl
monoadduct (1) and bisadduct (2) has previously been
described.8 Synthesis of the [60]fullerenyl tetraadduct C60-
(>DPAF-C9)4 (3, C60[methanocarbonyl-7-(9,9-di(3,5,5-trimeth-
ylhexyl)-2-diphenylaminofluorene)]4) was carried out by the
reaction of finely divided C60 and 7-R-bromoacetyl-9,9-di(3,5,5-
trimethylhexyl)-2-diphenylaminofluorene (R-BrDPAF-C9) in the
presence of 1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene (DBU) in an-
hydrous toluene. All reaction conditions and workup details
follow those of the recently reported procedure.12 Accordingly,
compound3a was isolated in an orange-brownish chromato-

graphic band (Rf ) 0.5 using hexane/toluene in a ratio of 2:3
as the eluent) on semipreparative TLC (SiO2) plates to give an
18% yield, which was used for several photophysical investiga-
tions in the present study. Molecular weights of1, 2, and3a
were clearly confirmed by positive ion matrix-assisted laser
desorption ionization mass spectrum (MALDI-MS) usingR-cy-
ano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid as the matrix, as shown in Figure
2 panels a-c, respectively. All of these spectra displayed a group
of mass peaks with a maximum peak intensity centered at either
m/z ) 1345, 1972, or 3224, and the related isotope peaks
indicated a molecular ion mass (MH+) of 1, 2, or 3a,
respectively. The latter two mass ion peaks were followed by a
group of mass peaks centered atm/z ) 1346, which matched
that of 1 that has lost exactly one or two CH2(DPAF-C9) (m/z
) 626) subunits from fragmentation of the molecular mass. In
the low-mass ion region, several major peaks atm/z ) 612-
629, including the masses of DPAF-C9 (m/z ) 612) and CH-
(DPAF-C9) (m/z ) 625), were observed that revealed facile
fragmentation at the bonds immediately next to either the C60

or the methano[60]fullerene cage. A relatively simple spectrum
pattern in the high-mass region implied good stability of the
aromatic keto-diphenylaminofluorene moiety under MALDI-
MS measurement conditions. Characteristics of all spectroscopic
data, including FT-IR, UV-vis, and1H NMR spectra, corre-
sponding to DPAF-C9 and C60> moieties of1 and 2, were
applied as the analytical reference for the structural identification
of 3a. In addition, a second fraction was isolated atRf ) 0.25
in a 7% yield and was assigned as regioisomer3b (Supporting
Information). No significant quantity of [60]fullerene hexaads
or higher adducts were isolable.

Instrumentation. Electrochemical redox potential values
were measured using the differential pulse voltammetry (DPV)
technique by applying a BAS CV-50W voltammetric analyzer.
A platinum disk electrode was used as the working electrode
with a platinum wire and a Ag/AgCl electrode serving as the
counter and reference electrodes, respectively. All measurements
were carried out in DMF containing (n-Bu)4N+ClO4

- (0.1 M)
as a supporting electrolyte at a scan rate of 0.1 V s-1.

Steady-state fluorescence spectra were collected on a
Shimadzu RF-5300 PC spectrofluorophotometer equipped with
a photomultiplier tube having high sensitivity in the 700-800
nm region. Fluorescence lifetimes were measured by a single-
photon counting method using a second harmonic generation
(SHG, 400 nm) of a Ti:sapphire laser (Spectra-Physica, Tsunami
3950-L2S, 1.5 ps full-width at half-maximum (fwhm)) and a
streakscope (Hamamatsu Photonics) equipped with a polychro-
mator as excitation source and a detector, respectively. Lifetimes
were evaluated with the software installed in the equipment.
Nanosecond transient absorption measurements in the near-
infrared (IR) region were carried out by laser-flash photolysis
using an excitation light source of a Nd:YAG laser (Spectra-
Physics and Quanta-Ray GCR-130, 6 ns fwhm) operated at 355
nm. Monitoring lights from a pulsed Xe-lamp were detected
via a Ge-avalanche photodiode module. Prior to the measure-
ment, the sample solution in a quartz cell (1.0× 1.0 cm) was
deaerated by bubbling argon gas for 20 min.

Results and Discussion

Photophysical Studies in Starburst Tetra(diphenylamino-
fluoreno)[60]fullerene Adducts.Steady-state UV-vis absorp-
tion spectra of C60(>DPAF-C9)n and two comparable model
compounds (7-acetyl-9,9-di(3,5,5-trimethylhexyl)-2-dipheny-
laminofluorene [CH3(DPAF-C9)] and C60>) in toluene are
displayed in Figure 3. Optical absorption of1 gave two major

Figure 1. Molecular structures of C60(>DPAF-C9)n (1 for n ) 1, 2
for n ) 2, and3 for n ) 4) showing the resemblance of C60 cage
encapsulation by DPAF-C9 arms whenn increases. Structures3a and
3b were isolated from chromatographic bands atRf ) 0.5 and 0.25,
respectively, by TLC (SiO2, hexane/toluene (2:3) as the eluent), giving
similar photophysical characteristics.
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bands centered at 320 and 405 nm. The former band ap-
proximately matched that of model compound C60>, which
mainly contained an optically active fullerene cage moiety that

allowed us to correlate this band to absorption characteristics
of a C60> cage containing 58 conjugatedπ-electrons. The latter
band fits the main optical absorption of CH3(DPAF-C9) centered
at 299 and 407 nm that is attributed to the visible absorption of
the diphenylaminofluorene moiety. Nearly absorptive superim-
position of 1 with the combined spectra of two independent
chromophores containing either the fullerene cage or the
diphenylaminofluorene moiety revealed no ground-state interac-
tion between these two components in toluene. As the number
of DPAF-C9 addends increases to two and four in the structures
of 2 and3a, respectively, the absorption intensity of the DPAF-
C9 components at 405-407 nm becomes significant and
increases to almost 1.4- and 3.0-fold higher than that of1, which
is roughly consistent with their corresponding compositions.

The photophysical behavior of C60(>DPAF-C9)n was inves-
tigated first by steady-state fluorescence measurements. The
fluorescence peaks of1DPAF*-C9 of C60(>DPAF-C9)n in
toluene were located between 450 and 460 nm, from which the
lowest excited singlet energy of C60(>1DPAF*-C9) was calcu-
lated to be 2.74 eV. In benzonitrile, the fluorescence bands of
1DPAF*-C9 of C60(>DPAF-C9)n are red-shifted, as compared
to those in toluene, at 471, 478, and 508 nm for1, 2, and3a,
respectively. Such red-shifted emission bands may be attributed
to the CT excited state. Despite the nearly exclusive excitation
of the1DPAF*-C9 moiety (i.e.,∼80%), the C60> fluorescence
peak appears at 714 nm, as shown in Figure 4a. The spectral
shape and intensity of this fluorescence emission from

Figure 2. MALDI-TOF mass spectrum of (a) the monoadduct1 (M+, m/z ) 1345), (b) the bisadduct2 (M+, m/z ) 1971), and (c) the tetraadduct
3a (M+, m/z ) 3222) usingR-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid as the matrix.

Figure 3. Steady-state absorption spectra of (a) C60>, CH3(DPAF-
C9), and1 and (b) C60(>DPAF-C9)n as1 (n ) 1), 2 (n ) 2), and3a (n
) 4) in a concentration of 5× 10-6 M in toluene.
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1C60
/ (>DPAF-C9) in toluene were found to bear a close

resemblance to those of the reference model C60>.14 Thus, these
observations correlated to the energy-transfer from1DPAF*-
C9 to the lowest excited singlet energy of1C60

/ (>DPAF-C9),
which was estimated to be 1.75 eV.

Contrarily, the use of DMF as the solvent led to nearly full
quenching of the1C60

/ (>DPAF-C9)-based fluorescence emis-
sion band at 714 nm (Figure 4a) that is indicative of its nearly
quantitative consecutive process via the1C60

/ > state. One
plausible explanation is the occurrence of intramolecular
electron-transfer from a covalently attached DPAF-C9 pendant
to the fullerene cage either before or after the intramolecular
energy-transfer process that was facilitated by close contact of
these two components. In addition, the high incompatibility of
the C60> cage moiety with polar DMF may induce heteroge-
neous molecular aggregation of1 in favor of cage-cage
interactions that might contribute in part to the solvent-dependent
electron-transfer process occurring from DPAF-C9 to 1C60

/ > in
the quenching pathway that yields the corresponding charge-
polarized intermediate C60

•-(>DPAF•+-C9).
Fluorescence lifetime measurements track the above consid-

erations in a more quantitative manner to estimate the kinetics
of the charge-separation processes. As a reference, the fluores-
cence decay-time profile of CH3(DPAF-C9) recorded at 400-
600 nm exhibited a single-exponential decrease with a lifetime
(τf0) of 3200 ps. Similar decay profiles were also obtained for
the samples of2 and3a. Fluorescence lifetimes of the1DPAF*-
C9 moiety of C60(>DPAF-C9)n (n ) 2 or 4) were almost the
same as those of CH3(DPAF-C9) in toluene and DMF, suggest-
ing no occurrence of the charge-separation via the route of
C60(>1DPAF*-C9) in the time resolution of the present laser
pulse (10 ps), although this observation might not always be
consistent with the ultrafast process.

With scanning the detection range in the 700-800 nm region,
the fluorescence band appeared at 710 nm, which corresponds
to the emission of the1C60

/ > moiety of1 in toluene, as shown
in Figure 4a. The time profile of this band displayed single-
exponential decay in toluene with a lifetime of 1400 ps, which
is nearly the same as the fluorescence lifetime (τf0) of the C60>

reference, suggesting no charge-separation is taking place via
the 1C60

/ > moiety in toluene. In the case of DMF as a solvent,
substantial quenching of the C60> fluorescence lifetimes (τf)
was detected (Figure 4b) for1 as compared to the lifetime of
the C60> reference. It implied that the event of charge-separation
takes place via the1C60

/ > moiety in DMF. Accordingly, two-
component fluorescence decays of1C60

/ > were observed (Fig-
ure 4b). The major fast-decaying components exhibitedτf values
of 240 ps (81%), 200 ps (87%), and 150 ps (90%) for the
samples1, 2, and3a, respectively (Table 1). Theτf values of
the second slow-decaying component were found in a similar
range to that of C60>. The rapid fluorescence decay component
could arise from the intramolecular charge-separation event
between the1C60

/ > and DPAF-C9 moieties in the compounds.
On the basis of the shortτf values of1C60

/ > in DMF, quantum
yields (ΦCS) of this charge-separation process via
1C60

/ (>DPAF-C9)n were evaluated as 0.83, 0.86, and 0.90 for
1, 2, and 3a, respectively, with good photoefficiency and a
slightly increased value upon the increasing number of the
DPAF-C9 pendants from1 to 3a. Accordingly, the calculated
charge-separation rate constants (kCS) were also found to increase
by ca. 2.0 in the same trend, going from 3.40× 109 s-1 for 1
to 5.96× 109 s-1 for 3a.

The charge-separation processes from (DPAF-C9) to 1C60
/ >

were supported from the viewpoint of the thermodynamics of
the electron-transfer processes. The value of electrochemical
redox potentials of C60(>DPAF-C9)n is a crucial factor for the
determination and evaluation of the free-energy of electron-
transfer processes between C60> and DPAF-C9 moieties. Redox
potential values were measured in the same solvent (DMF) using
the DPV technique. In this polar solvent, the DPV profiles
indicated that the first oxidation potential of the DPAF-C9 donor
moiety is positioned at 660, 672, and 676 mV vs Ag/Ag+ for
the samples of1, 2, and3a, respectively. These are in a similar
range, indicating that there is little differentiation in value among
the monoadduct and multiadducts. The first reduction potential
of the C60> acceptor moiety was-796 mV vs Ag/Ag+, which
is in the same potential range for1, 2, and3a. The energy levels
(-∆GCS) of the radical ion pairs in toluene and DMF were
evaluated using the Weller-type approach with the application
of these redox potential values, the center-to-center distance,
and the dielectric constant.13 Consequently, the driving forces
of the charge-separation (-∆GCS) process in DMF were
calculated as 0.35, 0.34, and 0.33 eV (Table 1) for1, 2, and
3a, respectively, which suggests an exothermic charge-separation
process for moving one electron from the DPAF-C9 moiety to
the 1C60

/ > moiety in these donor-acceptor conjugates to form
the corresponding C60

•-(>DPAF•+-C9)(>DPAF-C9)n-1. In non-
polar toluene, on the other hand, the positive∆GCS values for
all C60(>DPAF-C9)n conjugates suggest an unfavorable endo-
thermic charge-separation process via1C60

/ >. The opposite
signs of free energy values in different solvents imply a strong
solvent-dependency of the intramolecular electron-transfer
processes of C60(>DPAF-C9)n systems, which are favorable only
in polar solvents.

Moreover, the charge-separation processes were supported
by further investigation of the molecular geometry and electronic
structure of the studied compounds. Computational calculations
of C60(>DPAF-C9)n conjugates were performed by using density
functional theory (DFT) methods at the B3LYP/3-21G level.
Fully optimized structures of C60(>DPAF-C9)n were obtained
for the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), as shown in
Supporting Information. The radii of ion radicals of DPAF-C9

Figure 4. (a) Steady-state fluorescence spectra of1 (5 × 10-6 M) in
either toluene (TN) or DMF and (b) fluorescence decay profiles of
C60(>DPAF-C9)n in either TN or DMF in the region of 700-800 nm
with λex ) 400 nm.
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(R+) and C60> (R-) were found to be 7.7 and 4.2 Å,
respectively. The center-center distance (RCC) between C60>
and DPAF-C9 moieties was calculated to be 12 Å. A majority
of the electron density of the HOMO was found to be localized
at the DPAF-C9 moiety, whereas the LUMO was localized
mainly on the C60 cage moiety, suggesting the charge-separated
state is C60

•-(>DPAF•+-C9).
Conclusive evidence on the charge-separation and charge-

recombination processes of C60(>DPAF-C9)n samples were
obtained from nanosecond transient absorption measurements.
The photoexcitation step was intended predominantly for the
C60> cage moiety with a laser light source operated at 355 nm,
where the optical absorption ratio of C60>/CH3(DPAF-C9) is
nearly 87/13. This ratio may be changed as the partition of the
DPAF-C9 moiety increases in the structure of starburst multi-
adducts. Because the optical absorption intensity of CH3(DPAF-
C9) at 355 nm is at a minimum level (Figure 3a), we therefore
assumed that the initial photoexcitation should transform1 to
1C60

/ (>DPAF-C9) as the main corresponding transient excited
state. Consequently, the transient spectrum of1 in Ar-saturated
toluene taken on a time scale of 100 ns after laser light excitation
exhibited the characteristic primary absorption band of the
3C60

/ > moiety centered at 700 nm (Figure 5a).1e,14-16 The
decay of the3C60

/ > absorption profile was found to be very
slow, on a time scale of 34µs, suggesting that the intersystem
crossing process going from 1C60

/ (>DPAF-C9) to
3C60

/ (>DPAF-C9) is the predominant event in toluene without
the occurrence of competitive charge-separation events. This
observation can be rationalized by the positive∆GCS values
via 1C60

/ (>DPAF-C2)n in toluene. These considerations are
also supported by the high fluorescence intensity and long
fluorescence lifetimes of 1.52, 1.45, and 1.50 ns for the1C60

/ >
moiety of 1, 2, and3a, respectively, in toluene.

In Ar-saturated polar DMF, a large change in the transient
spectrum profiles from those taken in toluene was detected by
laser light excitation at 355 nm, as shown in Figures 5b and
5c. For example, the spectrum of C60(>DPAF-C9) collected on
a time scale of 100 ns after excitation by a laser pulse exhibited
four absorption bands, including the first band at 700-750 nm
for the 3DPAF*-C9 moiety, the second band at 700 nm for the
3C60

/ > moiety, and two other characteristic bands at 840 and
1010 nm corresponding to the absorption of DPAF•+-C9 and
C60

•-> transient moieties, respectively, as shown in Figure

5b.10,15,16Similar spectral bands were obtained for the samples
of 3a in Ar-saturated DMF, as depicted in Figure 5c. By
comparison among these three figures, it is notable that the broad
band centered at 740 nm, assigned for the transient absorption
of the3DPAF*-C9 moiety, apparently increased with increasing
DPAF-C9 subunits from the samples of1 and 2 to 3a. The
characteristic band at 1010 nm, arising from the absorption of
the C60

•-> moiety, was employed to determine the rate constants
of the charge-recombination processes (kCR) of C60

•-(>DPAF•+-
C9)(>DPAF-C9)n-1. This approach is reasonable because the
absorption time profile in the longest wavelength region may
not be disturbed by the absorption tails of3C60

/ > and3DPAF*-
C9 moieties. As a result, the decay of its time profile (inset of
Figure 5b) was well-fitted by a single-exponential function, from
which thekCR value was evaluated to be 6.6× 106 s-1 for 1.
This kCR value is comparable with that previously reported for
C60(>DPAF-C2) in DMF.10 Interestingly, thekCR value became
slower with the increasing number of DPAF-C9 subunits, i.e.,
1 >> 2 (1.60 × 106 s-1) > 3a (1.10 × 106 s-1), as listed in
Table 1. From thekCR values, the lifetimes of radical ion-pairs
(τRIP) were evaluated to be 150, 620, and 900 ns for
C60

•-(>DPAF•+-C9), C60
•-(>DPAF•+-C9)(>DPAF-C9), and

C60
•-(>DPAF•+-C9)(>DPAF-C9)3, respectively. From these

findings, theτRIP value of the3a sample is ca 6.0 times longer
than that of1, reflecting the important role of starburst DPAF-
C9 pendants that encapsulate the central C60 core on prolonging
the lifetime of radical ion-pairs. The reason for the prolonged
lifetime could simply be due to (1) the migration of the positive
charge among multiple DPAF-C9 moieties of C60

•-(>DPAF•+-
C9)(>DPAF-C9)n-1 holding up charge-recombination and (2)
the starburst pentad structure preventing intermolecular
aggregation, as concluded in the recent report.12

On the basis of the analysis of all spectroscopic transient
absorption data, Figure 6 illustrates an energy level diagram
that concludes all observed photoinduced events on the samples
of C60(>DPAF-C9)n in DMF. We proposed that the fluorescence
quenching pathway proceeded mainly through photoinduced
charge-separation from the covalently bound DPAF-C9 donor
moiety to the1C60

/ > acceptor moiety leading to the formation
of C60

•-(>DPAF•+-C9)(>DPAF-C9)n-1 transient state. Subse-
quent charge-recombination of the radical ion pairs returns1-3a
directly back to their ground state.

TABLE 1: Free-Energy Changes (∆GCS), Fluorescence Lifetimes of1C60
/ > (τf), Rate Constants (kCS) and Quantum Yields (ΦCS)

of the Charge-Separation Process, Rates Constants of Charge-Recombination (kCR), and Lifetimes of Radical Ion-Pairs (τRIP) of
C60(>DPAF-C9)n in Toluene (TN) and DMFa

compounds solvent -∆GCR/ eV -∆GCS/ eV τf / ns kCS/ s-1 ΦCS kCR/ s-1 τRIP / ns

1 TN 1.94 -0.21 1.52
DMF 1.40 0.35 0.24 (81%)

1.90 (19%)
3.40× 109 0.83 6.60× 106 150

2 TN 1.95 -0.20 1.45
DMF 1.41 0.34 0.20 (87%)

2.34 (13%)
4.30× 109 0.86 1.60× 106 620

3a TN 1.96 -0.19 1.50
DMF 1.42 0.33 0.15 (90%)

1.70 (10%)
5.96× 109 0.90 1.10× 106 900

a The driving forces for∆GCR and∆GCS were calculated by the equations13 -∆GCR ) e (Eox-Ered) - ∆GS and-∆GCS ) ∆E00 - (-∆GCR),
where∆E00 is the energy of the 0-0 transition (1.75 eV for1C60

/ >).14 ∆GS refers to the static energy that was calculated by either-∆GS )
e2/(4πε0εRRCC) in DMF or -∆GS ) -[e2/(4πε0)][1/(2R+) + 1/(2R-) - (1/RCC)/εS - (1/(2R+) + 1/(2R-))/εR] in toluene, whereR+ andR- are the
radii of the DPAF-C9 radical cation (7.7 Å) and C60> radical anion (4.2 Å), respectively;RCC is the center-center distance between C60> and
DPAF-C9 (12 Å), which were evaluated from the optimized structure; andεR andεS refer to the solvent dielectric constants for electrochemistry and
photophysical measurements, respectively. The calculation ofkCS andΦCS was made via1C60

/ > by the relationskCS ) (1/τf) - (1/τf0) andΦCS )
kCS/(1/τf).
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Conclusion

Attachment of four hindered C9 groups in the structure of
starburst3 largely improves the solubility, the ability to enhance
molecular dispersion in the solvents, and the possibility to inhibit
direct intermolecular stacking and contact among fullerene cages
and diphenylaminodialkylfluorene rings. Accordingly, high
quantum yields (ΦCS) of the charge-separation process via
1C60

/ (>DPAF-C9)n in the range 0.83-0.90 were obtained for
the formation of C60

•-(>DPAF•+-C9)(>DPAF-C9)n-1. The
results indicated their good photoquantum efficiency in charge
generation in DMF. Interestingly,τRIP was found to be 900 ns
for 3a, which is 6-fold longer than that of its linear analogue1.
It implied the important role of sterically clouded DPAF-C9

pendants, arranged in a starburst environment that encapsulates
the central C60 core, on extending the lifetime of radical ion-

pairs. We interpreted these phenomena by the intramolecular
migration or exchange of a positive charge among multiple
DPAF-C9 subunits of C60

•-(>DPAF•+-C9)(>DPAF-C9)n-1 that
becomes responsible for the delay of charge-recombination.
Because fast, efficient charge-generation and long-lived charge-
separation states between donor and acceptor components are
known to be critical factors for the design of photovoltaic cells,
the present use of starburst C60-(donor)x covalent conjugates
may lead to a better understanding of their structural relationship
to the efficiency of photodevices.
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